LABORATORY EXPERIMENTS IN ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE TOPICS. INTRODUCTION TO STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF DATA. EXPERIMENTS WILL BE SELECTED FROM VARIOUS TOPICS INCLUDING SOLID MECHANICS, FLUID MECHANICS, DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING AND VIBRATIONS.

WEBSITE: Blackboard.syr.edu (used for all communications including grades, homework solutions, lecture material, general course information and updates)

PREREQUISITE: ECS 325

COREQUISITE: MAE 341

PREREQUISITES BY TOPIC
1. Strength of Materials
2. Differential Equations

INSTRUCTOR INFORMATION
Prof. Mark Glauser; 241 Link Hall; mglauzer@syr.edu, 443-2823
Office Hours: Monday 2:30-4:30pm and Wednesday 9:30–11:30 am; and by appointment.

TEACHING ASSISTANTS INFORMATION
Emma Gist (edgist@syr.edu) Office Location (Virtual Via Zoom)
Instructs Solid Mechanics Lab, holds office hours, can answer questions on material by e-mail
Office Hours: TBD

Seth Kelly (skell101@syr.edu) Office Location (Virtual Via Zoom)
Instructs Digital Signal Processing Lab, holds office hours, can answer questions on material by e-mail
Office Hours: TBD

Siqi Wang (swang122@syr.edu) Office Location (Virtual Via Zoom)
Instructs Vibrations Lab, holds office hours, can answer questions on material by e-mail
Office Hours: TBD

Matthew Nigro (mnigro@syr.edu) Office Location (Virtual Via Zoom)
Instructs Fluid Dynamics Lab, holds office hours, can answer questions on material by e-mail
Office Hours: TBD

TEXTBOOK
No Textbook Required
- Course Reserve (Sci-Tech): Theory and Design for Mechanical Measurements – Second Edition by Figliola and Beasley

COURSE TOPICS
1. Solid Mechanics Lab
2. Digital Signal Processing and Fourier Analysis Lab
3. Vibrations Lab
4. Fluid Dynamics

COURSE FORMAT
- Five laboratory experiments intended to familiarize the student with use of basic measurement devices.
- Weekly lectures will be given on experimental methods, data analysis and engineering communications.

COURSE OBJECTIVES
A. Develop the ability to formulate the equations of motion of mechanical systems.
B. Learn how to predict the dynamic response of linear single degree of freedom systems subject to initial excitations, harmonic and arbitrary excitations.
C. Develop an understanding of the dynamic response of linear two degree of freedom systems with regard to natural frequencies and mode shapes.
D. Develop skill in the simulation of the dynamic response of linear systems and its use for design.

COURSE OUTCOMES
Of the ABET Student Outcomes and Associated Performance Indicators for the MAE program MAE 315
- Outcome 1: The student demonstrates the ability to apply the material learned in strength of materials, dynamics and Fluid Dynamics / Aerodynamics, Digital Signal Processing and Fourier Analyses as well as Vibrations in the context of the Laboratory.
- Outcome 3: The student demonstrates an ability to communicate effectively by writing engineering lab reports that present, summarize, analyze and interpret findings in a manner consistent with engineering practice, including serious uncertainty analysis.
• Outcome 5: The student demonstrates an ability to function on multi-disciplinary lab teams.
• Outcome 6: The student demonstrates the ability to conduct experiments using mechatronics concepts of computer based data acquisition and digital time series analysis as well as analyze and interpret data.
• Outcome 7: The student demonstrates an ability to review materials and learn new material as needed which may include learning to use modern tools to aid in performing experiments and analyzing and presenting such results.

OUTCOME MEASUREMENT
Assessment will be based on five labs performed virtually by students. Though the labs are performed in groups, the following assignments are to be completed on an individual basis.

Intro Lab:
• Report - 15 pts

Lab 1:
• Lab Log - 10 pts
• Calculation Report - 10 pts
• Lab Report - 30 pts

Lab 2:
• Pre-Lab - 10 pts
• Lab Log - 10 pts
• Calculation Report - 10 pts
• Lab Report - 30 pts

Lab 3:
• Lab Log - 10 pts
• Calculation Report + 5 page write-up - 20 pts

Lab 4:
• Lab Log - 10 pts
• Calculation Report - 20 pts
• Lab Report - 45 pts

Final Grades will be determined as follows:

A 92.5 or higher
A- 89 to 92
B+ 85 to 88.5
B 80 to 84.5
B- 76 to 79.5
C+ 72 to 76
C 65 to 71.5
C- 60 to 64.5
D 55 to 59.5
F Less than 55
ATTENDANCE POLICY
The University policy on classroom attendance states that “Attendance is expected in all courses at Syracuse University.” It is essential that you attend in person class on your assigned days if you are well and otherwise attend virtually. This class will employ an alternate-day attendance policy, in which part of the class attends in person on Mondays and the other group attends Wednesdays in order to avoid exceeding classroom capacities.

1. If you miss classes for illness or other personal reasons, see the Student Records office for an excuse.
2. If you must miss a class or lab for a sporting event, field trip, etc., you MUST submit an absence request that is signed by your coach, advisor, etc. BEFORE you miss the class.

ACADEMIC INTEGRITY
Syracuse University’s Academic Integrity Policy reflects the high value that we, as a university community, place on honesty in academic work. The policy defines our expectations for academic honesty and holds students accountable for the integrity of all work they submit. Students should understand that it is their responsibility to learn about course-specific expectations, as well as about university-wide academic integrity expectations. The policy governs appropriate citation and use of sources, the integrity of work submitted in exams and assignments, and the veracity of signatures on attendance sheets and other verification of participation in class activities. The policy also prohibits students from submitting the same work in more than one class without receiving written authorization in advance from both instructors. Under the policy, students found in violation are subject to grade sanctions determined by the course instructor and non-grade sanctions determined by the School or College where the course is offered as described in the Violation and Sanction Classification Rubric. SU students are required to read an online summary of the University’s academic integrity expectations and provide an electronic signature agreeing to abide by them twice a year during pre-term check-in on MySlice.

For more information about the policy, see http://academicintegrity.syr.edu.
Related Links:
The Academic Integrity Policy:
http://academicintegrity.syr.edu/academic-integrity-policy/
Twenty Questions and Answers about the Academic Integrity Policy:
http://academicintegrity.syr.edu/faculty-resources/
What does academic integrity mean?: http://academicintegrity.syr.edu/what-does-academic-integrity-mean/
The College’s “Policy on Academic Integrity” applies to this course (as it does to all courses in the College).
Specifically:

1. The assignments are to be done separately by each student. While it is permissible to “discuss” problems with other students, copying solutions, Matlab code, calculations, or write-ups from any other source will result in a grade of zero for all copied solutions and will be reported to the Academic Integrity Office.

2. In written work for the lab reports, text that has been copied from another source must appear in quotes and must include a citation at the end of the sentence. Any work that constitutes plagiarism will be reported to the Academic Integrity Office.

TURNITIN

This class will use the plagiarism detection and prevention system Turnitin. This software compares submitted documents against documents on the Internet and against student papers submitted to Turnitin at Syracuse University and at other colleges and universities. I will take your knowledge of the subject matter of this course and your writing level and style into account in interpreting the originality report. Keep in mind that all papers you submit for this class will become part of the Turnitin.com reference database solely for the purpose of detecting plagiarism of such papers.

OTHER INFORMATION

If you believe that you need accommodations for a disability, please contact the Office of Disability Services (ODS), http://disabilityservices.syr.edu, located at 804 University Avenue, room 309, or call 315-443-4498 for an appointment to discuss your needs and the process for requesting accommodations. ODS is responsible for coordinating disability-related accommodations and will issue Accommodation Authorization Letters to students as appropriate. Since accommodations may require early planning and generally are not provided retroactively, please contact ODS as soon as possible.

Syracuse University values diversity and inclusion; we are committed to a climate of mutual respect and full participation. My goal as your instructor is to create a learning environment that is useable, equitable, inclusive and welcoming. If there are aspects of the instruction or design of this course that result in barriers to your inclusion or accurate assessment or achievement, I invite you to meet with me to discuss additional strategies beyond accommodations that may be helpful to your success.

INFORMATION REGARDING COVID PROTOCOLS:

Food and Drink in the Classroom
Eating and drinking require the lowering of the face mask, creating a potentially dangerous situation. For this reason, students are not allowed to eat or drink in class during the COVID-19 pandemic.

Special Calendar for Fall 2020
In order to maximize public health outcomes, the university has adopted a modified calendar for the fall semester, in which regular instruction ends prior to Thanksgiving.
This semester’s calendar deviates from the university’s normal fall-semester calendar in several ways:

- Monday classes will meet on Labor Day (September 7).
- Monday and Tuesday classes will meet on the week of Thanksgiving (November 23, 24).
- Classes will take place on three weekend days:
  - Wednesday classes will meet at their normal times, in their assigned rooms, on Saturday, September 5.
  - Thursday classes will meet at their normal times, in their assigned rooms, on Sunday, October 25.
  - Friday classes will meet at their normal times, in their assigned rooms, on Sunday, November 8.
- Final exams will be conducted online after the Thanksgiving holiday.

**Stay Safe Pledge**

Syracuse University’s Stay Safe Pledge reflects the high value that we, as a university community, place on the well-being of our community members. This pledge defines norms for behavior that will promote community health and wellbeing. Classroom expectations include the following: wearing a mask that covers the nose and mouth at all times, maintaining a distance of six feet from others, and staying away from class if you feel unwell. Students who do not follow these norms will not be allowed to continue in face-to-face classes; repeated violations will be treated as violations of the Code of Student Conduct and may result in disciplinary action.

**Online Etiquette**

Students participating remotely in hybrid class sessions are participating on an equal basis as the students who are in the classroom. It is reasonable to expect online students to have their webcam on and to call on them as you would call on students who are in the room. Online students should dress and behave as they would in a face-to-face class. In both hybrid and fully online classes, students should use the “raise hand” function to ask questions and refrain from interrupting the class.

**Students in Quarantine or Isolation**

Students who enter quarantine (exposure to COVID-positive person) or isolation (confirmed COVID infection) will not be able to attend in-person class sessions. Instructors will be notified of these situations. Affected students may continue to participate in classes remotely. If a student becomes unable to participate in classes, the normal notification process, facilitated by the Office of Student Assistance, will be used to notify faculty.